The Teldio Edge Gateway is a flexible solution that makes it easy to integrate a variety of physical and digital inputs and outputs to deliver high-value solutions for our customers.

The Teldio Edge Gateway’s Avigilon Video Integration offers a bi-directional connection between ACC Alarms and Teldio Edge Gateway Events. It extends ACC’s awareness of events occurring from connected devices, digital sources, and human interaction, and extends ACC’s reach by triggering connected physical and digital devices, and notifying appropriate personnel.

**Application**

When critical equipment is moved or an ‘object of interest’ enters or loiters in a specific area, the entire world of connected devices can be engaged to call, text, record, trace, track, monitor, report, etc. Likewise, when external events occur, ranging from sensing impact, vibration, and pressure to detecting changes in temperature, air quality, gas levels, light levels, or moisture, ACC can be actioned to trigger camera movement, bookmark video, notify client monitoring stations, etc.

**Value Proposition**

The Teldio Edge Gateway Avigilon Integration enables organizations to automate routine tasks and improve operations. Security violations trigger signals to the Teldio Edge Gateway, which alerts security personnel and/or sends messages to Avigilon ACC to engage the camera closest to the event, tag the video, and start recording at high resolution. The integration enables clients to efficiently and effectively detect, verify, and act on events, minimizing loss in revenues while increasing worker safety.

**Benefits**

- Cost reductions
- Safer facilities
- Increased protection of people and property
Use Cases

**Healthcare**
Monitor safety assets and protect staff

**Hospitality**
Protect employees and guests

**Manufacturing**
Detect production alarms

**Data Centers**
Prevent equipment from overheating

---

**Supported Versions**
Avigilon Control Center, version 7.10.0.18 or higher
Avigilon Web Endpoint Service, version 7.10.0.18 or higher
Teldio Edge Gateway

**Availability**
USA & Canada

**Demo Video**
Available on YouTube

**Installation Guide**
Available here

---

For more information, contact our team at sales@teldio.com.

Teldio enables enterprises to quickly and cost-effectively integrate systems that power their business. The company’s platform automates routine tasks and improves operations using workflows that connect these systems, in the cloud or on-premise, resulting in dramatic productivity improvements.